Global Press is a media organization that operates independent news bureaus across diverse media landscapes. Its mission is to transform the news industry through ethical, accurate news practices that reflect the interconnectedness of physical, emotional, social, and digital realities. Global Press operates in 22 countries and is staffed by professional female journalists who are committed to promoting dignity and precision in coverage. Global Press targets four types of media markets for long-term operation: transitioning markets, saturated markets, deserts, and global news markets. Global Press is committed to providing access and free expression to citizens who lack credible access to accurate information. Global Press invests in excellence across the organization, and since 2006, we have received more than 40 prestigious awards honoring our journalism, our leadership and our commitment to journalism innovation and best practices.

In 2019, the Global Press Wellness Network provided free, unlimited access to mental health services for local journalists. Emergency extraction was never an option. Local journalists require a robust and accessible mental health support system. Going forward, we aim to normalize conversations about mental health in newsrooms. We're working to transform the news industry by normalizing conversations about mental health in newsrooms. We're working to transform the news industry by normalizing conversations about mental health in newsrooms.
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